Fuel filter replacement ford f150

We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen one page. Check out this post
which is one of the most popular of all time. Are you getting lousy gas mileage? Are you
worried that you filled up with some less than optimal fuel? Getting weak fuel economy and
slow acceleration are some of the worst concerns for every Ford F owner. No one wants to be
paying more for their fuel or feeling less power in their truck! Luckily, there is an easy to
do-it-yourself solution available for even the most novice truck owner which involves you
having to replace the fuel filter on your Ford F How can you replace the fuel filter of a Ford F?
All of this stuff can be bought on Amazon. Some safety materials that you may also need are a
catch tray for any fuel that may come out when you remove the filter, eye protection, and
towels. Handy Hint: Never work on a hot engine when replacing a fuel filter! Never smoke while
working around the fuel system and filter! The first step to removing the fuel filter of a Ford F is
to reduce the pressure from the fuel system. Reducing pressure from the fuel system lines will
allow you to work with the system and remove the old filter efficiently. The first thing you have
to do is locate the filter can. Make sure to take note of which way the filter is facing. The flow
arrow and flow of the fuel should be going towards the front of the truck. Also, the fuel line
connector has teeth that you will be releasing when you remove the old filter and tightening
when you install the new filter. Before you start to install the new F fuel filter, remove any plastic
pieces from the filter and throw them away. Locate the flow arrows on the filter, and we are
ready to install your new filter! Restarting the engine will have some roughness. This will only
happen at first and should not last for much longer than several seconds. The rough running
should only be for a few moments as the fuel line clears the air out. The engine should start
right up and run clean after that. Again, take another moment to get out of the truck and visually
check the fuel line for leaks. Follow these steps slowly to make sure you restart your truck
correctly! Reading blogs like these mean that you understand how important it can be to take
care of your vehicle. It is difficult to find engine problems before they cost you lots of money.
But researching is handy so that you can see the signs of coming failure in your F and catch
them before they cost you 1st born child to fix at the mechanic. The most common failure in fuel
filters is clogging. It happens to all fuel filters at some point during their lifespan and can lead to
poor vehicle performance. The average driver should be able to get the lifetime warranty out of
a fuel filter. But, in the next section, we will detail some actions that truck drivers may be doing
that cause these types of problems earlier than they should be. The following are some warning
signs to look out for before the performance of your truck gets genuinely horrid. According to
fuely. That means, if you are seeing a lower mpg number on your truck or are noticing that you
have to fill up more times a month, it may be time to change the fuel filter on your F Low MPG in
a truck can eat into your wallet and smart truck owners should do everything they can to make
sure they are getting the best MPG that their truck can offer them. If your truck is having trouble
starting, or even having difficulty accelerating from a stop, these are significant issues. Issues
such as these could mean that you should replace your fuel filter, ASAP! In the beginning of a
clogged filter, this may just look like a loss of power when going up steep inclines or hauling.
But, if the clogging gets worse and is left alone this problem can lead to uneven idling,
sputtering out, or even stalling the engine. Your F should be a powerful beast of a truck that is
capable of hauling and working hard. So, if you are feeling a lack of power behind the
accelerator, this is a problem that you will want to take care of right away! Handy Hint: Here are
some common reasons and fixes why your Ford F starts to shudder and shake when
accelerating. Lack of power in your F truck can be especially noticeable at times. If you are
going uphill or heading up onto a freeway and it is taking longer to get to full speed is a bad
sign. Also, a lack of power is more noticeable when you are hauling something or pulling weight
as the fuel pump will be working overtime. Your truck may be on its way to sputtering and
possibly stalling. Replace that fuel filter before it ruins your fuel pump and maybe even your
spark plugs. Your wallet will thank you for it! Everyone hates it. That little light that means your
truck has a trip to the mechanic planned shortly. If your truck fuel filter is clogged, there may be
misfires in the cylinders of the engine. The managing computer of the engine will read
inconsistent fuel pressure and these misfires in the cylinders. Misfires are usually the cause of
the check engine light coming on. Although you can replace the F fuel filters yourself, you will
need to take your truck into a mechanic to have the computer reset to turn the light off. Most Fs
in recent years have manuals that say to replace the fuel filter every 30k miles. However,
changing your fuel filter a preventative replacement. In other words, if you are experiencing any
of these problems, either go to a mechanic or try to replace your fuel filter yourself. There are
specific tips and tricks to remember that can help you to give you fuel filter and even the fuel
pump on your truck more life and to save you some money. Whether it is the way that you drive,
how often you fill your tank, how long you have had your car or other factors, there are tips to
help you to keep your fuel filter and fuel pump going strong. Secondly, your fuel lines and the

filter can fill with the silt that may have been sitting at the bottom of your fuel tank. The fuel filter
is an essential part of keeping the fuel system clean and functioning correctly. A steel line runs
from the fuel tank under the truck up to the engine where fuel injects into the cylinders. The fuel
pump is what brings the fuel past the filter at pressure and into the engine. If the filter is getting
sediment in it or other dirt from the fuel it may become clogged. A dirty or clogged filter means
that the pump will have to work harder to pull the fuel into the engine and may function an
already old pump until it dies. Mechanics will routinely run several tests on your F while it is in
the shop getting other work done. A fuel filter test that checks for clogging can help to find out
the life expectancy of your filter. The best way to figure out is a fuel filter is terrible on your Ford
F is to perform a pressure test near the fuel injectors that are right by the fuel rail. The reading
of the pounds per square inch psi is how mechanics can find out if the filter is clogged or not.
The psi reading picks up after fuel has gone through the filter, and if it is much lower than the
standard psi of an F, then this can mean that there is lousy clogging. Right now, Autozone has
the best selection, but other smaller retailers have the best prices. If you use a store like
Autozone you can search for your year F part and then find it cheaper on another site. The filter
size will obviously give you longer use time on your truck. But there are usually only a few
options with the most expensive usually from brand name filters like Fram. In the end, choose
the filter that will fit on your truck and take the time to install it carefully for the best results. The
F is one of the most powerful trucks on the road. If you can follow the instructions and gently
remove the old fuel filter to install a new one, it will be worth it. In order to fully get the best out
of your powerful F, replacing a fuel filter that may be clogged is one of the easier options for car
care that can make a big impact on performance. After replacing the clogged filter, you may
immediately experience acceleration getting better with MPG edging up, as well. Take care of
fuel lines and they can last the lifetime of the truck. But, let them get all gunky with continual
bad driving habits like driving to the bottom of the gas tank all the time , you may find that they
too need to be replaced. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in
in order to share all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The
new Land Rover navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through to the
lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the
link On this page you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices and
best deals on official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out!
Continue Reading. It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to
radiators and everything in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with
at least a three-year, 36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a
License Plate. Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over
the Internet. You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple
times, there is always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect
the instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. Ford
upgraded the 5. The engine featured a horsepower and lb-ft of torque. It featured a port and
direct fuel injection system that helps improve overall fuel efficiency and driveability while
reducing emissions. On the other hand, the V8 suffered a lack of torque compared to the
EcoBoost which offered lb-ft of torque. The 5. That made it faster than the SuperCrew 4X 4
which also had used a V8. Even though the 5. You can't produce the number of vehicles that
Ford produces without suffering some criticisms and technological failings from time to time.
With that in mind, let's take a look at the Ford F and see what kind of engine problems the
vehicle faced. To start things off, the fuel economy of the F fitted with the 5. When you hit the
highway, you're getting up to 90 miles per gallon. That's not to be unexpected for an engine of
this size. Outfitted with a gallon tank you're getting miles on a tank of gas, which isn't too bad at
all. Compared to your standard economy car a hybrid vehicle on the road and the fuel economy
of the Ford F is pretty laughable, but no one is fine a Ford F outfitted with a V8 engine in the
hopes of trying to pull 30 miles per gallon city driving either so it's not really a fair comparison.
Some drivers reported a problem with the XLT 5. One driver reported that every time they came
to a stop the engine would shut off and a message with display saying that the engine auto
stop-start function was engaged. They had to put the vehicle in park and then restart the engine.
That's not a problem if you're parked in your driveway, but if you stop at a light or stop sign in

heavy traffic then this could be particularly dangerous. Worse, if you're just stopping behind a
car that might be turning and you need to go again then this would be a serious concern. Other
drivers reported a similar issue with the same engine, although Ford hasn't made any
statements about it. Many drivers experienced issues with engine knock at a fairly low mileage.
This typically occurred below 25, miles when it popped up. There were also issues in the same
engines with excessive oil consumption. One driver reported having to put in about a quart of
oil every 1, miles. Another driver reported a knock that was so loud on start-up that it would
actually startle anybody who was outside the vehicle at the time because it sounded like a piece
of the vehicle had fallen off. While driving it became so loud that the driver had to actually turn
their engine off when they're at drive-thrus just so the person could hear them to take their
order. Engine knock occurs when pockets of air in fuel are mixed and explode outside of the
normal zone of combustion in the cylinder. This can create a chain reaction that is not unlike
fireworks going off or small bubbles popping. Each explosion that occurs is a knock in the
engine. This can cause serious damage over time and even in the short term is extremely
bothersome if nothing else because of the sound it makes. Ford did issue a technical service
bulletin related to to Ford Fs equipped with the 5. The TSB indicated a light to moderate
knocking noise at idle that they likened to the sound of a diesel engine. The noise level would
increase as the engine got up to temperature. The technical service bulletin also said that the
noise was not detrimental to engine function in any way and had no long-term effects on
durability. According to Ford this was just an operating characteristic of the engine and no
repair should be attempted. An additional technical service bulletin was issued for the same
engine for a chirping noise, presumably distinct from the engine knock that others were
experiencing. This also happened when the vehicle was at idle and increased as the engine
warmed up. In this case it was determined that it was likely due to a problem with the primary
timing chain tensioner. However, it wasn't presumed to cause any problems with engine
durability and the dealers were instructed to not worry about doing any repairs as a result. Yet
another technical service bulletin was issued for this engine because of a problem with an
engine rattling noise. As you can see this has become a common theme for this particular
engine that is going to produce noises that you don't want to hear. In this case the rattle noise
occurred during deceleration from RPMs down to RPMs or sometimes during acceleration.
Vehicles that were determined to be affected had the powertrain control module reprogrammed
with newer software to help fix the issue. Ford never issued a specific recall for the 5. At least
one driver reported that they got a brand new Ford F and noticed these rattling noises fairly
soon afterwards. After doing some research the driver took the vehicle in to get repaired
because there was a technical service bulletin issued for just this problem. After bringing it in
for the fix, the same problem continued and at that point the dealer just assured the driver that
this was a normal characteristic of the 5. A second opinion from a different mechanic at another
dealership diagnosed it as a problem with the variable camshaft timing solenoids. The
solenoids allow the engine timing to be adjusted and function thanks to oil pressure and
various electronics. Because Ford itself had not recognized this as the cause of the problem
however there was no prescribed fix for it, at least not one that Ford was willing to pay for on
their own. In this driver's case, after contacting the Better Business Bureau they were able to
engage in arbitration with Ford and Ford ended up buying their F back from them without
explicitly acknowledging that there was a problem. Another technical service bulletin was
issued for the F as well as Mustangs that were equipped with the 5. That can cause the
illumination of the wrench light or the service engine soon indicator which would reduce engine
power. Dealers were instructed to replace the electronic throttle body to fix the issue in the
affected vehicles. This affected models from all the way to featuring the 5. There were issues
with stalling , lack of power and low fuel rail pressure after repair. It required the removal of the
fuel line that connects the high-pressure fuel pump to the port injection rail. The line had an
internal one-way check valve and if it was installed incorrectly it could cause these problems.
The fix for this was simple enough and just required that a mechanic go in and reinstall the line
correctly. Ford issued a technical service bulletin related to Fs with the 5. That meant more than
one quart for every 3, miles even though there were no visible oil leaks. The exact reason for
this problem wasn't known but it could have related to problems such as high intake manifold
vacuum during deceleration fuel shut off events that cause oil to be pulled into the combustion
chamber from the crankcase. The solution that dealers went with involved reprogramming the
powertrain control module and installing a new engine oil level indicator as well as changing the
oil in the oil filter. The new calibrations for the powertrain control module would reduce the
engine vacuum during the deceleration fuel shut off events. On the website fforum. One thread
is well over pages long featuring owners all complaining of the same problem with their 5. All of
these drivers experience the same problem and we're also unable to get any satisfactory

resolution from Ford. Because the engine makes noise but doesn't actually suffer any
functionality problems as a result of it, it's not considered to be a serious issue and likely won't
be addressed anytime soon. This is something to keep in mind if you're interested in picking up
a Ford F or Mustang that features the 5. While many drivers have experienced noises at what
could be considered a tolerable level, it's also worth noting that there are those few whose
engines made noises that were so loud it became a noticeable distraction in the vehicle. The
Ford F is the best-selling pickup truck in America. In fact, Ford sells nearly 1 million Fs every
year in the United States alone. It's been the best-selling truck model in the United States since
and also the highest selling vehicle of any kind since all the way back in As you can see, Ford
has a vested interest in making sure that the F is a well running automobile that does what
drivers expect it to without a lot of proble
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ms. Unfortunately, with so many vehicles on the road at any given time, it's also difficult to
ensure that all of them are going to be running perfectly fine all the time. If every 5. Even if 1,
drivers complain that they are experiencing an unusual amount of sound from their engine,
when it's 1, vehicles out of nearly 1 million that were sold you could see how Ford might not
have considered this as big an issue as the drivers of those vehicles did. There is a reason that
the F is the best-selling vehicle in America. It's stylish, and performs well, and it usually proves
to be reliable for drivers. Any vehicle is going to have problems at some point in time, but you
need to decide for yourself if the number of issues that the F is had with his engine are worth it
for you. If you're interested in buying one for yourself, definitely take it for a test drive and get a
skilled mechanic to look it over before you commit to anything. Why Us? How it works What we
do Blog. All Rights Reserved.

